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INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISIONING FOR DEVOPS

Torque is an Environments as a Service (EaaS) platform 
delivering Infrastructure Automation and lifecycle management 
for complex application-centric environments in hybrid-cloud 
including AWS, Azure, and Kubernetes. IT leaders and DevOps 
innovators around the world trust Quali to enable self-service 
access to infrastructure, automation, and governance over 
application environments to increase application development 
velocity, continuous testing, and IT operations.

Accelerate developer velocity and  
productivity with environments  
provisioned on-demand SELF-SERVICE

AUTOMATION &
ORCHESTRATION

GOVERNANCE &
COST-CONTROL

No Bottlenecks
Productivity

Full Automation
Time to Market

Full Guardrails
Risk & Cost Protection

SUPERCHARGE  
DEVELOPER EFFICIENCY

Give developers on-demand access 
to the application environments 
they need and natively integrate  
into your DevOps ecosystem and  
CI/CD pipelines to accelerate 
developer velocity.

FRICTIONLESS GOVERNANCE

Manage application environments 
including AWS, Azure and vCenter 
resources efficiently with policy-
based controls for infrastructure 
provisioning, cost tracking, 
automated de-commissioning, and 
customizable role-based access. 

AUTOMATE & ORCHESTRATE

Quickly model and provision 
complete application-centric 
environments with modular 
components aligned to  
business needs. 

SIMPLIFY INFRASTRUCTURE  
& APPLICATION DELIVERY

Tackle infrastructure complexity 
by provisioning fully-defined 
infrastructure environments with 
modular, repeatable components, 
accelerating time to market.

With Torque, DevOps teams can respond to business requirements to 
deliver software faster and with greater agility, strengthening their 

competitive advantage and fueling innovation
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Self-Service Environments
Enable authorized users to access all the cloud infrastructure & 
application environments they need, on demand using the power of 
Environments as a Service through a GUI portal, your IDE and CI/CD 
tools, and a CLI.

Simple Blueprint Modeling
Build reusable environment templates on AWS, Azure, vCenter, and 
Kubernetes using source controlled YAMLs or a user-friendly UI 
along with Torque’s open framework to connect the IaC and CI/CD 
tools you’re already using to automate the set-up and tear-down of 
complex application-centric environments in a repeatable, reliable 
manner. 

Seamless Orchestration
Combine multiple technologies such as Terraform and Helm into 
a single reusable blueprint. Torque enables users to define and 
provision environments with public, private, hybrid and container-
based infrastructures. Policy-based guardrail definitions and 
integrations with secrets management systems ensure teams 
maintain control over infrastructure without slowing down 
developer access to infrastructure. 

Frictionless Governance
Automated and custom tagging provides visibility into cloud 
resource usage down to the business unit, application, or a specific 
developer, giving businesses the ability to predict and manage 
costs. Infrastructure teams can enforce security and compliance 
by configuring environment blueprints to conform to policies that 
mitigate business risk. Environments are then accessed on demand 
via Role-based Access Controls (RBAC) with parameters around 
what end users can access, what elements of the environments can 
be changed, and what elements are locked down. Infrastructure 
teams determine the run time of environments which can be set for 
automatic decommissioning, further managing costs, and reducing 
infrastructure sprawl.


